
4th to 5th Grade Math Criteria:    Your child’s math placement is: 

Example of student rubric: 

   Assessment Work Problem Off-Level Mid NWEA   

Student Name Grades Habits Solving TerraNova/CAT Year S      F Total 

Student A 3 2 3 65%-0 62% 219    224 8 

Student B 4 3 4 87%-2 88% 236    242 13 

        

 

Assessments-Units 1-7 test average 

4 points=  94% and above 

3 points=  90%-93% 

2 points=  87%-89%   

1 point=   84%-86% 

0 points=  Below 84%   

  

Work Habits:   1-3 points based upon a rubric located on back   

Problem-Solving:  0-4 points based upon a rubric located on back; Multiple Multi-step problems are graded/averaged  

Mid-Year Assessment:  Students should be mastering material above 80%.  

Off-Level TerraNova CAT:  We look for students to score in the 70%tile or above.  70%-79%=1, 80%-89%=2,            

90%-99%=3 

Other items reviewed for placement:  Daily math work. 

 

Rubric Scores of:  

11-14 go to Math 5/6 

0-10 go to Math 5 



Work Habit Rubric:        Problem-Solving Rubric: 

3:  Student is an independent worker.       4:  Student must have completed the multi-step 

    Homework is turned in on time, complete        math problem correctly.  The written  

    and accurate.  Student will seek out the        explanation must be easy to follow and a  

    teacher or another adult for assistance        thorough explanation of the steps used.  There 

    when needed.  Student asks questions                                 is a clear explanation of the steps of the  

    and contributes to class discussions daily.        strategy used. 

 

 

2:  Student usually works independently.  One    3:  Student identifies and makes use of a   

    or two homework assignments may be late        pattern, but might make errors.  Student 

    or incomplete every couple of weeks.  Most        shows or explains the steps of the strategy. 

    homework is completed accurately.  Student 

    will come for help if prompted by the teacher 

    or another adult.  Student sometimes asks    2:  Student identifies and makes use of a pattern, 

    questions when encouraged and contributes to        but incorrectly applies the pattern.  Student 

    class discussions occasionally.          might attempt to record equations, but might  

               make errors.  Student might not explain the  

               strategy used. 

1:  Student needs assistance to stay on task.   

    Many homework assignments are incomplete,  

    late, inaccurate or missing.  Student will not    1:  Student attempts to solve the problem.   

    come for help when asked to by a teacher or        Student might recognize a pattern, but might 

    adult.  Student rarely asks questions or         not apply the pattern to solving the problem. 

    contributes to class discussions.           Student might explain a strategy, but it might 

               not make sense in the context of the problem. 

 

           0:  Student does not attempt to solve the problem. 


